The Ignorant Among You Still Need Eye Drops.
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The ignorant among you need eye drops. Please receive this in love...feel free to pass it on to all on your
friend’s lists.
You ask why is this plural marriage stuff so important? Why the emphasis? Aren't there other things to talk
about like how to make matzoh ball soup and tzitzit?
That question alone shows your blindness to the Torah of YHWH.
The COMMAND is to be fruitful and multiply. PRU OORVUU IN HEBREW!
Islam obeys......that command (stolen from us/Israel) with 4-5 wives per family, with children and
grandchildren; the AVERAGE immediate Muslim family is 52. There are 53 BEN LADENS in the world and
that does not include Ben Laden's brothers and their children!
Now go study Torah if you still cannot see the problem and the solution in PATRIARCHAL living.
If we ALL!!!!!!!!!!!!! do not change our thinking, there will be NO BELIEVERS around at the time of
Yahushua's return!
That's why Yahushua said, 'when the Son of Man RETURNS will He find FAITH/FAITHFUL OR FAITH
CONTAINING ONES on the earth?'
Want to stand against Islam in reality not mere doctrine?
Then begin to repent of your gentile western mindset. It will not be done by arms, but by obeying Torah. How
did Islam take over in Lebanon? PHYSICAL MULTIPLICITY and using the laws of a pluralistic society to get
elected!! How? By sheer numbers! This friends are their plans for America.
They plan on getting elected through the free and democratic laws of our/any republic! When there, they can
over ride laws and institute shariah. They sit back and laugh at us with our disobedience, as we believe that one
wife is the ideal perfect model, while they practice the Torah principle of physical multiplicity. If we remain
stubborn, as most of you no doubt will, just like our forefathers, stiff-necked and hard hearted, figuring the
webmaster-administrator of a social network knows more than YHWH, and because your Messianic leaders
tell you they are right and I am wrong, the handwriting is on the wall. Because the message is difficult you have
no shame but to verbally attack the messengers of this truth.
You can teach the 2 houses till the cows come home in Kisseemee, Tennessee, or Grantham PA or Mars.
Until you TEACH the people of YHWH how to INCREASE in a real and practical sense, by asking the women
to give up the monopoly over their husbands for a GREATER cause, the restoration of David's Tabernacle
itself, we will remain in the perplexity of the nations! Will you lose support and friends? YES OF COURSE
you will. But in its place, you will actually be doing something to reunite the 2 houses rather than just printing
fancier leaflets and books and you will be found laying up treasures in the heavens. Selah!
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